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What originally made you interested in reading/watching/playing this media? How
did you hear about it or come across it? 
I like basketball a lot and I really like playing video games

Is it part of a series? If so, what series is it?  

Yes, the NBA 2K series

What is this media about? Make sure to give enough interesting details without
spoiling too much! 

It’s about basketball, you start off in mycareer as a college player in your choice college
and your first task is to win a tournament on the chosen team where expectations are high
for you. Your ultimate task after is, of course, playing in the NBA.

Who are the main characters? What makes them interesting or unique?   

MP, High expectation for MP as you are coming out of college you’re expected to do well



What type of person might enjoy this media? For example, this book is for someone
who likes Percy Jackson, someone who enjoys getting scared, someone who likes a
challenge, etc. 

Anyone who likes sports or competition or a challenge

Did you like this media? Would you recommend it to others? Why or why not? 
 
Yes, as I enjoy all three: a challenge, competition, and sports. It fits me perfectly.

Do you like the cover? Does it convey what the media is about?   

The cover is unique before the more recent covers. It has nice art and I love the colors on
it.

Do you have any last thoughts about this media that you would like to include in
your review? 

It’s a great and underated game. Awesome graphics for the time, and one of the games
that revived the series considering the pandemic.

Does this media remind you of anything else you’ve read/watched/played? 

NBA, the actual league, as it’s based on it.


